On his birthday, Packy always enjoys an enormous cake made by the zoo’s chef. While the cake’s design changes from year to year, the way Packy eats his baked good remains the same: quickly. At his 50th birthday party, Packy will dig into his one-of-a-kind cake at 2 p.m., when competition winners deliver it to the elephant exhibit.

---

**Anatomy of a cake**

- **Fruit-and-veggie “candles”**
- **Hefty whole-wheat bread slabs**
- **Even more frosting**
- **Frosting**
- **Yam, apple and banana slices**

Weight: **40 pounds**  •  Height: **2 feet**

---

**Elephants shouldn’t have all the fun…**

Humans can enjoy cake at Packy’s party, too, courtesy of Lamb’s Wilsonville Market. Lamb’s cakes are always spectacular, so be sure to grab a piece at noon – human and elephant cakes alike go fast on Packy’s birthday.